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 Market Should Gain More Balance in 2021
With a COVID vaccine in sight, Co-CIO Scott Glasser explains why value and cyclicals are poised to outperform growth in the
year ahead.

 AssetTV Global Market Outlook for 2021
Portfolio Managers Margaret Vitrano, Michael Testorf and Mike Clarfeld share their views on large cap growth, international
growth and dividend-paying stocks in the year ahead.

 Recovery Indicators Update: Valuations Not a Headwind
While the rally from pandemic lows has pushed equity valuations well above historical averages, multiples are supported by
the market's makeup and the current level of interest rates.

 Infrastructure Outlook: Greater Outlays to Boost Growth
Government spending and climate-related policies are among several drivers of a positive infrastructure outlook.

 The Outlook for Sustainable Investing
Decarbonization, corporate transparency and innovations in resource efficiency and sustainable packaging will be among
main ESG topics in 2021.
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The Anatomy of a Recession team of Jeff Schulze and Josh Jamner takes the pulse of the economic recovery as we head into the
new year, analyzing what the latest COVID-19 induced soft patch could mean for equities in the near term and why longer term
optimism on the macro picture is warranted. Jeff and Josh also discuss how the ClearBridge Recovery Dashboard fared in its debut
in an unprecedented year for markets and the economy. 

All opinions and data included in this commentary are as of the publication date and are subject to change. The opinions and views expressed herein are of the
author and may differ from other portfolio managers or the firm as a whole, and are not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results
or investment advice. This information should not be used as the sole basis to make any investment decision. The statistics have been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information cannot be guaranteed. Neither ClearBridge Investments, LLC  nor its information
providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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